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This observation on Leviticus 23-27 presents a complete rationalization of moral values hid in
Israel's rituals. even though initially look Leviticus turns out a long way faraway from the modern
day world, Milgrom's reviews and notes demonstrate its enduring relevance to modern society.
this can be the simplest observation on any Bible e-book i've got each had the opportunity to
study. I wrote a extra whole overview of it elsewhere, yet i've got not anything yet compliment
for it. You do desire a few facility with numerous old close to jap languages with a purpose to
get the main from it.Milgrom completely offers with a variety of perspectives on every one
arguable issue, after which provides his choice. He additionally surveys the historical past of
interpretation, together with either Jewish and Christian interpreters. The 2200+ pages of all 3
volumes (this is the final one) are daunting, yet worth the effort.
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